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Abstract— In this work, we propose a federa-
ted software architecture to facilitate the in-
tegration of neuroimaging data and processing
tools available from distributed neuroscience
research or clinical centres, while preserving an
autonomous data management for each part-
ner centre. This architecture relies upon an ap-
plication ontology dedicated to the description
of neuroimaging MR data, neuropsychological
scores, and tools. Semantically annotated pro-
cessing tools are packaged as Web Services and
can be pipelined by means of a workflow mana-
ger. In the future, such a framework is aimed
at facilitating the sharing of data and tools,
and the organization of multicentric neuroima-
ging studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sharing a part of the huge amount of neuroimaging
data produced in research studies in neuroscience
or clinical centres is a challenging topic in our
quest for understanding brain function and finding
neural substrates and imaging biomarkers for brain
diseases. Despite strong efforts to develop relevant
federated infrastructures [1], structural and semantic
heterogeneity of data sources remains a major obs-
tacle to sharing. Databases already exist that either
provide a large amount of unstructured data (e.g.
ADNI [2]) or require to adopt a specific data orga-
nization schema (such as Xnat [3] data model) not
necessarily compatible with local end-user preferences.

Similarly, sharing distributed processing tools, com-

bining them to define a robust chain for a specific
application and facilitating its execution on grid
platform is inevitable for large multicentric studies.
Solutions exist (e.g. SPM batchs [4], BrainVISA
platform [5], Nipype initiative [6], Xnat pipeline
engine [3]) that automate in part data analysis and
enhance processing pipelines diffusion. However data
provenance [7] and semantic links between individual
processing tools are missing, hindering the composi-
tion of tools from various origins.

In this context, we propose a federated architecture for
the integration of neuroimaging data and tools avai-
lable from multiple distributed sites.

II. METHODS

he NeuroLOG architecture allows the integration
of partly structured, heterogeneous and distributed
data, and the design and execution of processing
workflows in an open environment. A convivial user
interface is proposed for browsing data, metadata,
and tools, and comprises an integrated image viewer.
Protection of private medical data is guaranteed.

An extensive effort has been put to define a common
semantics through an application ontology : Onto-
NeuroLOG [8], which describes datasets (MR images)
and entities involved in their generation, such as MR
acquisition protocols and sequences, as well as sub-
jects or studies. It also models neuropsychological
instruments and behavioral scales in order to take
the results (scores) of clinical examinations into ac-
count. OntoNeuroLOG relies on a foundational onto-
logy (DOLCE [9]) ensuring a common and consistent
modeling framework. From this ontology, a relational
federated schema is derived, to which local legacy da-
tabase schemas are dynamically mapped. This pro-



vides the end-user with a global and federated view
of metadata and processing tools while hiding their
initial heterogeneity. Each local site hence preserves
its autonomous data management. Distributed tools
are integrated and pipelined using a workflow mana-
ger [10]. Tools are packaged in self-consistent execu-
table units exposed as Web Services, which can be
remotely invoked. Most importantly, semantic anno-
tation of processing tools is available through the on-
tology. A specific data management layer facilitates
the access to core grids middleware.

III. RESULTS

The NeuroLOG platform (see global architecture in
Figure 1) currently includes five participating sites. Fi-
gure 2 shows how datasets involved in selected studies
can be retrieved. Figure 3 shows the user interface for
semantic annotation of processing tools (here : brain
extraction tool BET from the FSL library [11]). Fi-
gure 4 shows how tools from the semantic repository
(left side) can be composed using the workflow mana-
ger interface (right side).

Fig. 1 – The federated global architecture of Neuro-
LOG. Only two partner centres are shown.

IV. CONCLUSION

The NeuroLOG platform provides a federated view
of distributed neuroimaging resources (associated me-
tadata and semantic data, tools with semantic an-
notation), while preserving local site autonomy and
data organization. The workflow manager allows re-
mote execution of processing pipelines and interface
with the EGI grid is being implemented. Further work
concerns the semantic validation of processing tools
(to check compatibility of inputs/outputs and assist
the user in workflow design) as well as the semantic
annotation of produced results (so that they can be
retrieved from the federated view).

Fig. 2 – Interface for browsing available datasets from
selected centres.

Fig. 3 – Interface for browsing available processing
tools in each centre based on their corresponding se-
mantic annotations.
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Fig. 4 – Interface for designing a processing chain from
semantically annotated tools shared between centres.
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